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Richard Dominy  President  
A retired professional forester interested in forest history in BC and worldwide, now in
Ladysmith BC.                       

What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

I grew up in south-central Alberta with many scattered forestry relics and small mills in the
area. I was privileged to hear local forest history tales from my father and his friends and
became fascinated not only by local history but also the importance of forests as the largest
and most important biome in the world. This developed an interest to become a Forester,
beginning with university summers with the Alberta Forest Service in Kananaskis Country
nestled up against the majestic Rockies. How better could it get? Then upon graduation, 36 years with the BC 
Forest Service: Cranbrook, Invermere, Prince George, and Victoria. 
 

What are some things you want to do while President of FHABC?
I'd like to move us toward a more dynamic place with new opportunities; continue to recruit Directors with diverse 
backgrounds; attract more members who embrace the past and celebrate the possibilities of the future; develop a 
modern vision, a modern look, and a modern feel; increase sharing the excitement of BC Forest History with others
in BC, Canada, and the world; and help transform FHABC into a more progressive, well-managed organisation 
that people will all be proud of.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-dominy-5185b57/


Eric Andersen   Vice-President
A research and communications consultant in Squamish BC

What sparked your interest in BC forest history?
The history of forest management and the people and industries associated with it is part of
understanding where we live – anywhere in B.C. My interest started locally, in Squamish,
where a lot of new people are curious, and old-timers and industry veterans are keen to
preserve and tell their story. Years ago, I linked up with Bill Young and Bill Backman, two
of the founders of the FHABC. The network was then still new. They offered enthusiastic
moral support and sent me an article, “What to do until the archivist comes”.

What are some things you want to do while vice-president with FHABC?
I would like to see our organization and its programs strengthened further. We can play a key role in fostering 
collaboration around the Province among interested individuals, local societies and museums in advocating, 
interpreting, presenting and protecting forest history. I’d like to help expose the diversity of this field of interest: 
Evolving landscapes, economic history, technology, ideas, links to faraway places, great stories – something for 
everyone to relate to. Forest history is important to the forest management and industries of the future, and this is 
an important message.

https://squamish.ca/yourgovernment/council/eric-andersen/


Dave Lang  Secretary                                         
A graduate student (MA, History) at the University of Victoria, and Assistant Archivist
with the Ridington Dane-zaa Archive 
 
What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

Like most people living in this province, the forest industry has had a role to play in my
life. My grandfather cut railroad ties. Friends and family worked in the mill. Smoke from
the beehive burner across the street covered the field at school when the wind blew the
right way. When I returned to university, I found there was a "gap" in the history of log
export controls, and that is my area of research. 

What are some things you want to do while Secretary of FHABC?

I'm interested in digital archives and record keeping and I'd like to work with the FHABC and its partners to ensure
that the valuable historical information this organization has access to is both preserved for, and presented to, 
researchers in the future.



David Brownstein  Webmaster                               
A principal at Klahanie Research in Vancouver BC
 
What sparked your interest in BC forest history?
I love all things botanical. I'm also pretty curious about how things
came to be as they are. Thus an obsession was born. 

What are some things you want to do while Webmaster at FHABC?
While no longer a director, I'm always available to help facilitate
archival donations. The webpage demands a surprising amount of effort, to
keep up-to-date and functioning. Truly it is thrilling to see the FHABC's
recent renaissance.

https://www.klahanieresearch.ca/


Sarah Giesbrecht  Director                                         
An  Archivist/Librarian in Prince George, BC  
 
What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

I worked on processing and making accessible the forest history materials at the Northern
BC Archives & Special Collections at UNBC. That work really opened my eyes to the rich
and complex history of forestry in Northern BC and BC more generally and challenged my
preconceptions about the forest industry. 

What are some things you want to do while a Director with FHABC?

I want to promote the extensive archival materials on forest history throughout BC and encourage those who may 
have materials to donate them to their local archive.

https://libguides.unbc.ca/archives/forestry/nbca
https://libguides.unbc.ca/archives/forestry/nbca
https://libguides.unbc.ca/archives/forestry/nbca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarah-giesbrecht-4822a8114/


Mike Meagher  Director                                                 
A retired forester in Victoria BC
 
What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

Early life on the slopes facing Nelson, where trees and other benefits abounded. I played
“in nature” and developed a taste for being out in the woods, streams, and puddles. This
led to a career in forestry: from summers fighting fires for the BC Forest Service in
Penticton, stints at U of T, a PhD at UBC, and work with BCFS, CFS, and as a consultant. 
A high school friend, Geoff Bate, was FHABC President in 1996 and encouraged me to
join during a BCFS social. I was near retirement, had been “around a bit” and thought his suggestion tempting, so 
did.

What are some things you want to do while a Director with FHABC?

I'll continue assisting with Newsletters as an Editor, encouraging others to join FHABC and to submit manuscripts,
and continue submitting some of my experiences for publication.



Richard Olak  Director                                                    
An independent film producer  and forest history buff in Burnaby BC
 
What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

My father and much of my extended family worked in forestry while I was growing up, so
I was surrounded by the stories and culture.

The more I learn about BC Forest History the more I feel connected to my own history.

What are some things you want to do while a Director with FHABC?

Using my background in filmmaking and producing I'd like to explore new ways FHABC can reach out and 
engage with the community.
 
I also look forward to participating in the creation of meaningful projects that promote BC's Forest History.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-olak-00773027/


Ira Sutherland  Director      
A researcher and PhD candidate at UBC in Vancouver BC

What sparked your interest in BC forest history?

Initially, it was my experiences exploring, documenting, and working to better manage
old-growth forests in BC. These experiences led me to think deeply about time and its
relevance in forests. More recently, I’ve designed my PhD at UBC (currently in my third
year) to compile a geospatial history of forestry across BC. As I compile historical forestry
data and maps, I’ve also learned a great deal about the broader history of BC, and I hope to
share it with others.  

What are some things you want to do while a Director with FHABC?
In 2016 I founded a website called the Vancouver Big Tree Hiking Guide which aims to inspire residents of 
Vancouver to learn more about the history and ecology of forests around Vancouver. I want to disseminate the 
philosophy that underpins my website: the best way to learn and create value is through experience, and learning 
about history through experience can be fun, cool, and relevant to a wide range of people. Now is an exciting time 
for that at FHABC as we expand our reach and relevance on social media. I hope to help facilitate that effort and I 
hope you all follow along.

http://www.vancouversbigtrees.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ira-sutherland-36b81316/


Recent Previous Directors
Mark Clark Dave Florence 
Kat Spencer Claire Williams
Terry Simmons (RIP) David Morgan
Art Walker John Parminter
Gordon Weetman Stan Chester
Mike Apsey


